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Overview

As part of the Ministry’s Differentiated Instruction Project, the Woodland Park Team explored the 

DI framework by making connections to current classroom practice with the support of a Learning 

Support Teacher (LST). Specifi cally, the team examined student use of comprehension strategies and 

metacognition in order to improve student learning. This document provides information on the 

implementation process of a Learning Cycle focused on the comprehension strategy of main idea. 

Linkages to the DI framework, data collection and assessment tools, and Learning Support Teacher 

Survey Data are also included.

Student work samples have been included in the Appendices, which provides visual supports for the 

description of the learning process described herein. These samples were used for explicit instruction 

and modeling of main idea throughout the formative stage of the Learning Cycle.

The Learning Cycle for teaching main idea outlined within this document could be implemented 

by an individual teacher, or by a team of teachers as part of a Teaching-Learning Critical Pathway 

(T-LCP).
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1.  Establish learning goal, indicators, and measures of success.

2.  Record assessment of student responses to CASI question #2, main idea, on Pre-assessment Class 

Profi le Sheet. Post on data wall. Interpret results and discuss with LST.

3.  Select texts of varying complexity for formative tasks and summative task and develop exemplars 

with grade level teachers and LST.

4.  Use data from pre-assessment to differentiate lessons and group students according to readiness. 

Provide formative feedback to students. Access LST to assist with teacher moderation, lesson ideas, 

observation lesson(s), differentiation, and resource selection. 

5.  The LST prepared choice board for differentiation which teachers could use for student practice 

throughout the formative stage of the learning cycle, or to provide choice for the summative task.

6.  Use data from formative assessment tasks to differentiate lessons and group students according to 

readiness. Provide formative feedback to students. Access LST to assist with teacher moderation, 

lesson ideas, observation lesson(s), differentiation, and resource selection. 

7.  Administer summative assessment task and assess using Summative Assessment Tool for Main Idea. 

Use teacher moderation/collaborative marking process. Interpret results and discuss with LST.

8.  Record data on Summative Assessment Class Profi le Sheet. Highlight students who have moved 

forward (a level or levels) green, and students who have moved backwards (a level or levels) pink. 

Post on data wall. 

Where Differentiation Occurred

Differentiation occurred in the following ways:

•  Texts of varying complexity and genre, both fi ction and non-fi ction were used.

•  Students were arranged in fl exible groupings according to readiness as determined from class 

profi le data, and formative data gathered through teacher observation and student responses. 

•  Level of scaffolding and teacher support varied according to student need.

•  Number of guided practice and guided writing opportunities. 

•  Main Idea choice board for formative reading tasks

•  Partner and individual reading opportunities. 
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Students make 
complex inferences 
about main idea.

Students infer 
meaning using 
stated and implied 
ideas from the text 
as evidence.

Students interpret 
and analyze 
information from 
the text.

Pre-assessment 

Pre-assessment 

Pre-assessment 

Formative Assessment  

Reading Tasks, 

Summative Reading 

Task

Formative Assessment  

Reading Tasks, 

Summative Reading 

Task

Formative Assessment  

Reading Tasks, 

Summative Reading 

Task

Students will 
improve in their 
ability to identify 
main idea (1.3) 

LEARNING
GOAL

INDICATORS
How will we know?

MEASURE
Tools we’ll use to

determine where students are 
and whether they are improving
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Pre assessment, Formative and Summative 
Assessment Tool for Main Idea

Thinking
Not Enough 

Evidence NE1
Level 1 Level 2 Level 3 Level 4

•  infers 
meaning using 
stated and 
implied ideas 
from the text 
as evidence

–  does not 
respond to 
question

–  uses garbled 
or unclear 
language (in 
writing or 
orally)

–  provides a 
response that 
cannot be 
read

–  cannot explain 
thinking

–  provides a 
response that 
does not make 
sense, either 
in writing or 
orally

–  makes and 
supports 
simple 
inferences 
with limited 
effectiveness

–  makes and 
supports 
simple 
inferences 
with some 
effectiveness

–  makes and 
supports 
inferences 
of some 
complexity 
with 
considerable 
effectiveness

–  makes and 
supports 
complex 
inferences 
with a high 
degree of 
effectiveness

–  uses creative 
and critical 
thinking 
processes 
to interpret 
and analyze 
information 
from the text

–  interprets 
and analyzes 
information 
from the text 
with limited 
effectiveness

–  interprets 
and analyzes 
information 
from the text 
with some 
effectiveness

–  interprets 
and analyzes 
information 
from the 
text with 
considerable 
effectiveness

–  interprets 
and analyzes 
information 
from the text 
with a high 
degree of 
effectiveness

Adapted from CASI Reading Assessment Second Ed., Thomson Nelson, 2007, p. 47
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Note: Students had choice of texts varying in complexity on the topic of Rosa Parks, for the 

summative task on Main Idea. 

Question: What is the main idea of the story? Explain your thinking.

Level 1 – Simple Inferences, Limited Effectiveness/Analyzes/Interprets Information from text with 

Limited Effectiveness

Rationale

The student makes a very simple and literal interpretation that the problem in the story is the main 

idea (e.g., Rosa is riding the bus and is told to get off, Rosa goes to jail.)

Level 2 – Simple Inferences, Some Effectiveness/Analyzes/Interprets Information from text with Some 

Effectiveness

Rationale

The student makes a simple interpretation about the main idea (e.g., Rosa refuses to give up her 

seat to a white person , because she wanted a change/is tired with how she is being treated and is 

arrested because she is black.)

Level 3 – Some Complex Inferences, Considerable Effectiveness/Analyzes/Interprets Information from 

text with Considerable Effectiveness

Rationale

The student makes and supports an inference of some complexity about the main idea (e.g., Rosa 

decided to boycott the buses in response to the unfair treatment; Rosa wanted all black people 

in Montgomery to be treated fairly and equally; her actions brought the message about unfair 

treatments of blacks to the world)

Level 4 – Complex Inferences, High Degree of Effectiveness/Analyzes/Interprets Information from 

text with a High Degree of Effectiveness

Rationale

The student makes and supports a complex inference about the main idea (e.g., Rosa Parks stood 

up for her rights when she refused to give up her seat on the bus; Rosa demonstrated courage; Rosa 

Parks fought against segregation and discrimination; inspired others to demand equal rights for 

blacks.; made signifi cant contribution to civil rights movement)
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Text: Joy-riding (source unkown)
Question: What is the main idea of the story? Explain your thinking.

Level 1 – Simple Inferences, Limited Effectiveness/Analyzes/Interprets Information from text with 

Limited Effectiveness

Rationale

The student makes a very simple and literal interpretation that the problem in the story is the main 

idea (e.g., One boy is a long distance runner; the other plays piano.)

Level 2 – Simple Inferences, Some Effectiveness/Analyzes/Interprets Information from text with Some 

Effectiveness

Rationale

The student makes a simple interpretation about the main idea (e.g., two boys spend a lot of time 

doing things that they love. Kevin loves running long distance and Peter loves playing the piano.)

Level 3 – Some Complex Inferences, Considerable Effectiveness/Analyzes/Interprets Information from 

text with Considerable Effectiveness

Rationale

The student makes and supports an inference of some complexity about the main idea (e.g., that 

through hard work and practice one can accomplish their goals. Peter practices the piano each day 

for two hours and Kevin runs around the track daily to build up endurance.)

Level 4 – Complex Inferences, High Degree of Effectiveness/Analyzes/Interprets Information from 

text with a High Degree of Effectiveness

Rationale

The student makes and supports a complex inference about the main idea (e.g., that it is important 

to have fun while developing skills. By having this attitude the effort put into it won’t feel like 

work. Peter realized this when he was playing the jazz song “joy-riding” on the piano that he was 

developing his left-hand skills and having fun while doing it. Kevin realized that when he was racing 

in the district championship cross-country race, “I can’t play, but I can run. This can be my ride.” Kevin 

realized that when he imagined himself having fun while racing it would seem effortless.)
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Text: Ready, Set…Flop from Literacy in Action, Student Magazine, 5b, p.4, Pearson
Question: What is the main idea of the story? Explain your thinking.

Level 1 – Simple Inferences, Limited Effectiveness/Analyzes/Interprets Information from text with 

Limited Effectiveness

Rationale

The student makes a very simple and literal interpretation that the problem in the story is the main 

idea (e.g., two boys trying out for a sport)

Level 2 – Simple Inferences, Some Effectiveness/Analyzes/Interprets Information from text with Some 

Effectiveness

Rationale

The student makes a simple interpretation about the main idea (e.g., one boy tries to get another 

boy to try out for a sport; one boy is like a coach)

Level 3 – Some Complex Inferences, Considerable Effectiveness/Analyzes/Interprets Information from 

text with Considerable Effectiveness

Rationale

The student makes and supports an inference of some complexity about the main idea (e.g., a friend 

tries to encourage another to try out for a sport; a friend can motivate another to try out for a sport)

Level 4 – Complex Inferences, High Degree of Effectiveness/Analyzes/Interprets Information from 

text with a High Degree of Effectiveness

Rationale

The student makes and supports a complex inference about the main idea (e.g., failure leads to 

success; not to give up on something; to believe in yourself; try and try again; even if you don’t 

succeed at something, by trying you are a winner)
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Main Idea (1.3)

Level 2 Level 3 Level 4

Boys Girls Boys Girls Boys Girls

NE1 Level 1

Boys Girls Boys Girls

ELL students
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Main Idea (1.3)

Level 2 Level 3 Level 4

Boys Girls Boys Girls Boys Girls

NE1 Level 1

Boys Girls Boys Girls

ELL students
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Pre-assessment                                Summative

•  Names highlighted in green indicate students have moved forward a level or levels from 

pre-assessment

•  Names highlighted in pink indicate students have moved backward a level or levels from 

pre-assessment
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Pre-assessment                            Summative

•  Names highlighted in green indicate students have moved forward a level or levels from 

pre-assessment

•  Names highlighted in pink indicate students have moved backward a level or levels from 

pre-assessment
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Grade 8 Data

Pre-assessment Summative Assessment

NE 1
Level 

1

Level 

2

Level 

3

Level 

4
NE 1

Level 

1

Level 

2

Level 

3

Level 

4

Boys 8 16 17 17 8 1 11 19 32 13

Girls 8 9 19 12 9 0 1 13 15 17

NE 1 = Not Enough Evidence for Level 1

Grade 7 Data

Pre-assessment Summative Assessment

NE 1
Level 

1

Level 

2

Level 

3

Level 

4
NE 1

Level 

1

Level 

2

Level 

3

Level 

4

Boys 12 4 12 15 6 2 6 13 13 15

Girls 14 2 16 14 13 0 1 17 20 22

NE 1 = Not Enough Evidence for Level 1
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Identify the main 
idea and put it to 

a beat.

Complete a graphic 
organizer to show 

the main idea.

Create a visual 
to illustrate the 

main idea.

Refl ect on the 
signifi cance of the 
main idea in your 

journal.

WILD CARD !
Your choice after 
getting teacher 

approval.

Create a symbol 
to demonstrate the 

main idea.

Condense the 
information about 

the main idea 
and create an 
advertisement, 

banner, or slogan.

Create a short skit 
that conveys the 

main idea/message 
of the story.

Write a poem that 
conveys the main 
idea of the story.
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The survey below was distributed at the end of each month to the seven project teachers. Their 

responses for March and April, the time period for the learning cycle on main idea, have been 

collated in an attempt to describe the types of investigations explored with the LST. Every attempt 

has been made to record the range of responses completed by teachers on the surveys.

Types of Support for March
Frequency (# of responses based on 7 surveys)

daily weekly bimonthly monthly

• Observation lesson 2

• Co-planning 1 2 3

• Collaborative marking 3 4

• Resource selection/discussion 3 3

• Analyzing and interpreting student data 3 2

• Development of class profi les 1 3

• Interpretation of class profi les 1 1 4

• Read Aloud 1 2

• Shared Reading 1

• Literature Circles 1

• Independent Reading 1 1

• Self-selected Reading 2

• Written Communication 3

• Assessment 2 1

• Small group instruction 2 1

• Professional dialogue 3

• Differentiated Instruction 1 1 1

Which of the above have been most helpful to you and why?
–  collaborative marking to see how students perform in other subjects and to determine how other 

teachers assess

– developing rubrics for upcoming assessment

– co-planning of summative task

– the demonstration lesson was extremely helpful as I was able to see students learn through drama

–  it was also very helpful to have support for Lit Circle start up, as the LST demonstrated and 

supported me through Guided Reading and small group instruction
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– helped me understand what the students are enjoying

– created background knowledge

– positive feedback from students

– reviewing clear, concise assessment with a review of the “look fors” within the rubric

–  helped me keep up with the in-service demand– allowed me to have more confi dence teaching Lit 

Circles

–  exposed me to new small group instruction methods (guided reading for Lit Circles, drama for 

picture books)

What impact have these investigations had on student learning?
– they are always asking for more, “When can we do our next drama lesson?”

– see previous correspondence

– more consistent evaluation

–  students have the advantage of small group instruction to help them understand their novel 

because I saw it modeled by the LST

– students are exposed to a wider variety of literature because of our planning
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Types of Support for March
Frequency (# of responses based on 7 surveys)

daily weekly bimonthly monthly

•  Observation lesson 2

•  Co-planning 2 1

•  Collaborative marking 2 2

•  Resource selection/discussion 1 1 1 1

•  Analyzing and interpreting student data 1 1 1

•  Development of class profi les 1 2

•  Interpretation of class profi les 1 2

•  Read Aloud 1

•  Shared Reading 1

•  Literature Circles 1 1

•  Independent Reading 1 1

•  Self-selected Reading 1 1

•  Written Communication 1 1 2

•  Assessment 2 2

•  Small group instruction 1 1

•  Professional dialogue 1 2 1

•  Differentiated Instruction 2 1

* “ongoing” in terms of frequency as a teacher response was recorded as bi-monthly on the chart above

Which of the above have been most helpful to you and why?
– developing drama activities and assessment

–  focusing on resources that target students who need differentiation when assessing for the data 

wall comprehension strategies

–  Professional dialogue on Literature Circles was the most helpful this month. I have never taught 

Lit Circles so working in the LST’s class was a great way to get my “feet wet”. It allowed me to feel 

more prepared and confi dent for starting them in my own class.

–  It has been extremely helpful to have the LST support me through Literature Circles. She helped me 

with small group instruction and modeled guided reading. This has helped me teach the students 

more thoroughly in this unit.

– the ability to tap in the LST’s extensive knowledge on a daily basis is invaluable 

– opportunities to meet with others and discover we are on the same journey through varied paths
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– helped me learn new ways of teaching Lit Circles

– allowed me to create a purpose for each lesson

– match books to students

– helped me know how to implement guided reading more often

– helped me through the Literature Circle unit which was new to me

– use of a choice board for assessment and evaluation purposes

– continue to expand cross-curricular opportunities within my class

– even greater longing for chances to co-plan with peers

– see previous comments

What impact have these investigations had on student learning?
– students are engaged and excited to start Lit Circles

– students are able to learn in a variety of ways (more teaching DI)

– student expectations are more clear

– see previous comments

Other comments:
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Appendix A: Samples of Grade 8 Student Choice Board Responses 

Appendix B: Sample Grade 7 Student Responses to Main Idea 

Appendix C: Tracking Student Improvement – Grade 7 Example 

Appendix D:  Sample Grade 8 Student Responses to Main
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Samples of Grade 8 Student Choice Board Responses of Main Idea
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Women of Courage ”I Ain’t Movin”, p.16, Nelson 2006

Level 3  – makes and supports an inference of some complexity about the main idea

– interprets and analyzes information from the text with considerable effectiveness

Level 4 –  makes and supports a complex inference about the main idea with a high degree of effectiveness

Level 4 – interprets and analyzes information from the text with a high degree of effectiveness

Level 2  – makes and supports an inference of some complexity about the main idea

–  interprets and analyzes information from the text with limited effectiveness 

(support missing)
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Text: Papa’s Parrot from CASI grade 7 booklet

Pre-assessment response to Main Idea

Level 1 –  makes and supports simple inferences with limited effectiveness (identifi es problem in story 

as main idea)

Level 1 –  interprets and analyzes information from the text with limited effectiveness (student does 

not  explain thinking)

Text: Rosa Parks by Eloise Greenfi eld

Summative response to Main Idea

Level 3 – makes and supports inference of some complexity with considerable effectiveness

Level 3 – interprets and analyzes information from the text with considerable effectiveness 
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Sample Grade 8 Student Responses to Main Idea

Level 1 –  makes and supports simple inferences with limited effectiveness (identifi es problem in story 

as main idea)

Level 1 –  interprets and analyzes information from the text with limited effectiveness (student does 

not explain thinking)

Level 4  – makes and supports complex inferences with a high degree of effectiveness

 – interprets and analyzes information from the text with a high degree of effectiveness




